PROBLEMS TO PONDER

#4
Six friends -- Anila, Bony, Cinthia, David, Ema and Fariha are standing in a circle.

Bony is between David and Cinthia, Anila is between Ema and Cinthia & Fariha is to the right of David.

Who is between Anila and Fariha?

O, P, Q, R, S and T are standing on a bench according to their height. P is taller than O but shorter than S. Only S is taller than T. R is shorter than P but taller than Q. Who is the tallest?

A magic word is needed to open a certain box. A secret code assigns each letter of the alphabet to a unique number. The code for the magic word is written on the outside of the box. What is the Magic Word?

Ok, forget everything your teachers taught you about how to count. Now, which of the following number has the lowest value if:

1. \( > 2 \),
2. \( < 4 \),
3. \( > 7 \),
4. \( > 5 \),
5. \( > 3 \),
6. \( > 4 \)
Answers:

1) Ema
2) s
3) winner
4) 3